
More choice for you and your customers
NCR APTRA Edge is the leading, highly flexible self-service application 
designed for use in any host environment. It’s an open solution based on 
Microsoft® Windows®, enabling you to simultaneously offer self-service 
applications from different hosts and deliver them across hardware  
from multiple vendors. You can also ‘step migrate’ transactions to  
a new host, making it easy to manage costs and resources, while  
your customers continue to enjoy the proven benefits of this  
leading self-service application.

•	 A	customizable	solution

No matter which host environment you currently use—or change  
to—NCR APTRA Edge can be readily customized to communicate  
with it, quickly delivering all the functionality of a leading  
self-service application to your customer base.

•	 Transactions	that	are	quick	and	easy	to	deploy

NCR APTRA Edge will drive transactions across Windows-based  
ATMs from any number of third-party vendors. Most of the  
self-service transactions you’ll ever need are included (cash  
dispense, receipt print, bill payment, PIN change and envelope  
deposit), so you can start delivering the services and functionality 
your customers expect immediately.

•	 Advance	your	set	of	ATM	transactions

There’s the option to add more advanced applications, such as airline 
ticketing, Initial Public Offerings (IPOs), intelligent cash and check 
deposit, including capturing an image of the check and printing it on 
the receipt. This enhanced support for deposit automation can play a 
major part in a successful transaction migration strategy.
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Experience a new world of interaction

NCR APTRATM Edge    
Point-of-sale software 

For more information, visit www.ncr.com,  

or email financial@ncr.com.

Would you like more flexibility  
for your self-service channel?
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Key Features

•	 Connects	to	any	host

•	 Connects	to	multiple	hosts

•	 Ready-to-use	set	of	standard	ATM	transactions

•	 Rich	multimedia	presentation

•	 New	services	can	be	easily	added

•	 Highly	secure
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Experience a new world of interaction

•	 Connecting	your	enterprise

As well as having the capacity to connect to any host environment, 
NCR APTRA Edge can connect to different hosts at the same time. 
This allows you to leave existing transactions where they are on your 
current host, and offer new applications and transactions from other 
hosts. So now your ATMs can present the same balance as your Internet 
banking site by connecting to your IFX Internet banking host.

•	 Use	the	web	to	provide	new	services

NCR APTRA Edge can be quickly adapted to offer services from  
non-traditional sources, such as external web servers. Web servers  
are being used to provide customers with non-cash services, such as 
sports results, news updates, airline reservations and cinema tickets. 
Add redeemable or branded coupons to the mix and you can provide 
a more memorable consumer experience and build loyalty, too.

•	 Comprehensive	services	support

NCR APTRA Edge is backed by NCR’s unmatched professional services 
organization. With more than 800 professionals worldwide who live, 
eat and breathe APTRA, you know you are never far from the skills 
you need to achieve and maintain a world-class self-service channel.

•	 Maximum	security

APTRA Security and Solidcore for APTRA provide unmatched,  
next-generation security for APTRA Edge, protecting against the  
intrusion of any unauthorized code and leaving a precise audit trail  
of all attempted updates. NCR APTRA Edge provides support for Triple 
DES to reduce fraud liability; it was the first self-service application to 
receive EMV Level 2 accreditation.

•	 Linkage	with	other	APTRA	solutions

APTRA Edge supports and is seamlessly compatible with all products 
in the APTRA suite. For example, APTRA Vision and APTRA Exchange 
manage and monitor your network while APTRA Promote and APTRA 
Relate deliver high-impact and personalized marketing.

Why NCR? 
With over 125 years of experience and 
knowledge, NCR is the leading global 
provider of payments, assisted- and 
self-service solutions. NCR has been 
the global number one manufacturer 
of ATMs for more than 22 consecutive 
years. We help our clients around 
the world improve their customer 
interactions, implement change quickly 
and proactively. and transform their 
businesses to become leaders and 
change agents. We can help you. too.


